FAQs for FAS Faculty, Instructional Staff, and Researchers: Returning to Campus in Fall 2021

FAQs for Faculty, Instructional Staff, TAs and TFs

1. Do I need to be on campus this fall?
Yes, as Dean Gay mentioned in her March 22, 2021 email, “Our fall plan is predicated on faculty, teaching fellows, and instructional staff being here and ready to teach on campus.”

If you have questions, please contact the assistant dean in your division/SEAS or the GSAS, as appropriate.

- Arts & Humanities: Kendra Barber, kendrahbarber@fas.harvard.edu
- Science: Zoe Fonseca-Kelly, zoefonseca-kelly@g.harvard.edu
- Social Science: Richa Mishra, richa_mishra@harvard.edu
- SEAS: Diane Schneeberger, dls@seas.harvard.edu
- GSAS: Noel Bisson or Sheila Thomas, gsasacademicprograms@fas.harvard.edu

2. Can I teach virtually?
We expect all instructors to teach in person. Instructors may use pre-recorded materials to supplement their in-person teaching (to “flip” their courses), but they should still spend the customary amount of time in the classroom.

Instructors may hold office hours remotely if they feel that this will better meet the needs of their students.

In a small number of cases, the Office of Undergraduate Education and/or the Graduate School for Arts and Sciences may ask selected faculty to adapt their courses for the first few weeks of the semester to accommodate visa delays for international students.

3. Will classrooms be safe?
Harvard is taking the necessary precautions to make classrooms safe. Harvard will require COVID vaccination for all students who will be on campus this fall. In addition, classrooms will be operating with enhanced mechanical ventilation and filtration, and cleaned to COVID standards prescribed by Harvard's Environmental Health and Safety department.

4. What if I have concerns about returning to campus for particular health reasons?
Harvard is taking the necessary precautions to ensure a safe return to campus. Harvard will require COVID vaccination for all students who will be on campus this fall. In addition, buildings will be operating with enhanced mechanical ventilation and filtration, and cleaned to COVID
standards prescribed by Harvard's Environmental Health and Safety department. If you have particular concerns about returning to campus due to your health or the health of someone in your household, please reach out to the assistant dean for your division/SEAS or the GSAS. The assistant dean will connect you with Harvard University Disability Resources (UDR).

- Arts & Humanities: Kendra Barber, kendrahbarber@fas.harvard.edu
- Science: Zoe Fonseca-Kelly, zoefonseca-kelly@g.harvard.edu
- Social Science: Richa Mishra, richa_mishra@harvard.edu
- SEAS: Diane Schneeberger, dls@seas.harvard.edu
- GSAS: Noel Bisson or Sheila Thomas, gsasacademicprograms@fas.harvard.edu

Alternatively, you may go directly to UDR:

https://accessibility.harvard.edu/covid-19-resources

UDR, in partnership with your assistant dean and department/area, will explore possible options for recommended modifications or courtesies. Department/area chairs should not make the determination of whether a modification or courtesy regarding in-classroom teaching is necessary.

5. Will departmental/area staff be back on campus?
Your department/area leadership will be working with faculty and staff to develop a plan for in-person and virtual staffing. Please be in touch with your department/area chair or department/area administrator for answers to any questions about the specifics of this plan.

6. Does my research staff need to be on campus this fall?
Researchers are expected to return to normal campus schedules, as deemed appropriate by you and your unit and/or division/SEAS. We encourage you to speak with your research group to develop return-to-campus plans.

Principal Investigators: If your researchers have concerns about returning to campus for health reasons, please direct them to UDR, https://accessibility.harvard.edu/covid-19-resources, or to the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, Director of the Postdoctoral Office, Stephen Kargère, kargere@fas.harvard.edu.

Graduate student researchers with concerns should contact the Accessible Education Office: https://aeo.fas.harvard.edu/

7. What if I have researchers working with me who are out-of-state or abroad?
If your researchers are currently out-of-state (in a state where Harvard does not conduct business) or overseas, there may be payroll implications once the Massachusetts state of emergency is lifted. Please contact Bob Daley, Associate Director of Payroll Services, daley@fas.harvard.edu, for payroll in the United States and Krister Anderson, krister_anderson@harvard.edu, or Blagomira Ovcharova, blagomira_ovcharova@harvard.edu, in Global Support Services for payroll abroad. You will be responsible for any additional fees associated with out-of-state payroll services. Graduate student researchers are expected to return to campus and should be directed to their Director of Graduate Studies if they have questions about living out of state.
8. What happens if someone does not follow safety or testing protocols on campus?
It is expected that everyone follows health, safety, and testing protocols every day they come to campus. Continued failure to comply with protocols will lead to your access to campus buildings being revoked.

- If you do not follow health and safety protocols, you will receive automated emails about instances of non-compliance.
- If you believe such messages to be in error, please contact:
  - Color Support at 844-352-6567 or support@color.com for questions/concerns about testing reminders, results, and compliance notifications.
  - CrimsonClear Support at crimsonclear@harvard.edu or HUIT Service Desk at 617-495-7777.
- Monitoring of compliance will take place at the departmental/area level. However, non-compliance issues will be addressed by the Divisional Dean/SEAS Dean offices in conjunction with your department/area.

FAQs for Researchers

1. Do I need to be on campus this fall?
Researchers are expected to be on campus this fall. We encourage you to speak with your PI/mentor to discuss the plans for return in your unit.

2. What if I have concerns about my visa or am in a country with suspended visa service?

For researchers in Arts and Humanities, Sciences, and Social Sciences:
Postdoctoral fellows or other research appointees with questions about the viability of being back on campus due to visa issues should please contact the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, Director of the Postdoctoral Office, Stephen Kargère, kargere@fas.harvard.edu

For researchers in SEAS:
Postdoctoral fellows or other research appointees with questions about the viability of being back on campus due to visa issues should please reach out to the SEAS Assistant Dean for Faculty Affairs: Diane Schneeberger, dls@seas.harvard.edu.

3. What if I have concerns about returning to campus for particular health reasons?
If you have particular concerns about returning to campus due to your health or the health of someone in your household, please reach out to the contact listed below for your division/SEAS. You will be connected with the Harvard University Disability Resources (UDR). Alternatively, you may go directly to UDR:

https://accessibility.harvard.edu/covid-19-resources
UDR, in partnership with your PI, the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, and/or your Assistant Dean for Faculty Affairs will explore possible options for recommended modifications/courtesies.

For researchers in Arts and Humanities, Sciences, and Social Sciences:
Postdoctoral fellows or other research appointees with questions about accommodations due to health concerns should please contact your PI, department/area administrator, or the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, Director of the Postdoctoral Office, Stephen Kargère, kargere@fas.harvard.edu

For researchers in SEAS:
Postdoctoral fellows or other research appointees with questions about accommodations due to health concerns should please reach out to your PI or the Assistant Dean for Faculty Affairs: Diane Schneeberger, dls@seas.harvard.edu.